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About This Game

To play, simply search the rooms for the flaw, when found click to continue to the next, tougher problem.

..............................................................................................................................................................................

Controls:

Left click to select objects

Right click or Arrow keys to move the camera

Scroll to zoom.

Best played in full screen (F1 on desktop)

Quit game with ESC

..............................................................................................................................................................................

Stuck in an endless loop, you begin to lose touch with your reality. Is your mind playing tricks on you? Or is it this place?

If you can break the cycle maybe you can find freedom.
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..............................................................................................................................................................................

Fidelity is a reality bending puzzle game where you must break free from your loop by finding all the flaws in your
surroundings.

With progressively difficult stages and a random selection system, no two playthroughs will be the same.

..............................................................................................................................................................................
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Title: Fidelity
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Megamini009
Publisher:
Megamini009
Release Date: 6 Mar, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 1.2Ghz

Memory: 500 MB RAM

Graphics: On board chipset

Storage: 100 MB available space

Sound Card: --

English
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Dangerously close to just being straight up bad rather than funny bad. Like, it's funny right up until you die a lot because of
extremely unpolished handling and basic mechanics and stuff and then it swiftly becomes annoying but the annoying doesn't last
for long enough to make me entirely despise it?

but i still kind of wouldn't recommend anyone actually spend money on it? Idk. Sorry, man. I get the joke, it's just less funny
when the joke cost me eight bucks and kinda flicked me in the head a bit.. not good, just the creator not the game. This is the
best Sonic game, and possibly the best 2D platformer, ever!. Personally, Napoleon is my favorite of all Total Wars. It takes
Empire's looks and playstyle and compacts it into a far better COMPETITIVE game. If your a singleplayer fan, Grand
Campaign is going to be a disapointment, lacking the expansive tech trees and map size of Empire or basiclly most Total Wars.
Multiplayer is were this game shines. The battles are fun, decisive, and very competitive when you play with the right people.
Napoleon's Campaigns and Battles are also very enjoyable and are similar to Empire's Revolutionary War campaign. Overall,
the fantastic multiplayer of Napoleon Total War are the reason why I love this game and why I think it deserves far more love
than it already has.. Crashes all the time, fully glitchy, un playable why does steam allow these kind of games, trash. Bad, bad,
bad. Graphics are terrible, loading times that give you time for reading the Lord of the Ring. This looks messy at best. No
update lately. As far as I am concerned, complete waste of money.. Bug means it crashes every time at same scene outside hotel,
so unplayable. Plus never saves your settings, defaulting to a crappy low res setting with full blast music.. Jesus christ is the best
10\/10 - Aean Dmbrose. I bought this game when it was in early release -- anyway, a few months ago. Played the campaign
through and enjoyed it immensely. Fairly quick learning curve. Fun to play.. Short but fun and the little alien is so cute!
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This game is pretty cool. And I first discovered it on mobile which was also fun (almost completed the western usa with 60%)
When I saw the computer version got it instantly.. this is a great pack. If you really want to build a quick civilization once in a
while, this is the game for you. Simmiland has very basic card mechanics to progress humankind through which sims gain ways
to discover new technologies, gain intelligence and build their nation.. This game is better then it looks. The most variation in
racing games ive ever seen. Shame for multiplayer when no one is there, but LAN action does the trick. Please consider this
game. Try a demo. Unfortunately I could only recommend the game to the most diehard fans of the originals. The game has
several cool features, but it ends up losing a lot of fun factor to poor UI and some highly tedious elements.

+Graphics and environments are well done, dungeons are interesting and adventure/GM text is fun
+Good variety of classes, skills, and spells
+Ability to customize your own party of up to 6 characters
+Management of party health on several levels including HP, starvation, thirst, warmth for the winter, etc.
+Tactical battles, ability to automate/accelerate battles

-World outside feels dead; can't talk to people, look inside boxes/barrels, or interact with much of anything, no visible enemies.
You will sadly miss almost nothing just by walking around in map mode and ignoring the 3D environments.
-Travel between towns can be very painstaking; sometimes going through 20 or more camp/resting screens with little or no
activity. Worse, most towns have little/nothing to offer and you cannot fast travel or even queue travel past 1 town.
-Poor descriptions on items and equipment; likely to have unlisted class restrictions
-Failure chances for attacks and spells are so high most battles, especially early, every action taken feels like punishment
-Most game time will be spent walking or sleeping. It is as exciting as it sounds.
. Great puzzle game that requires a good eye and coordination. I love the ambient setting of the space and calm music score.
Some levels will require patience and calmness in order to workout the angles that the player needs to achieve in order to move
to the next puzzle. Looking forward to more releases :). Rife with bugs, but great fun! This game has a ton of potential. I hope
when they get finished they revamp all of the art and tighten up the gameplay and release a sequel. Well worth it at twice the
price.

Update: Well, the game released. Honestly, I felt it released a bit early. It's been about 2 months and there haven't been any
updates. I figured there would be more coming, but at this point I feel the game was released a little early, and could have used
some more polish. It is probably worth $5 to most, so that should definitely factor into your decision. I would wait until it's a
dollar though, as there isn't much here even 2 months after release :\/. Do not, i repeat, DO NOT purchase this game at all.
Spend that money somewhere else on a working game even if the other game's graphics sucks bad. Do not get conned by the
videos shown on youtube of this game working in perfect condition like how i got conned. Save yourselves from frustrations and
time from writing email to steam asking for refunds.

The word ALPHA stage used here clearly describes the developer's understanding of the word ALPHA is terrible.

Alpha in all upcoming games provides a working gameplay, with lots of bugs for players to find out and report.

Alpha in this game (Soccer Legends), doesn't allow their players to control what you are doing. Yes, you can't do anything in this
game other than clicking the functions when you are not in a match. One a match begins, its gg for player, win for developers as
they actually charge people money for this.

And this controlling issue has been ongoing since their "alpha" launch in August if I'm not wrong. Its been 2 months now and
still controlling issues aren't fixed yet. The devs really has got all their bug fixing priority messed up. There's no point adding
extra game modes when players can't even play at all.

All in all, everybody who purchased this game can only find the bug of being unable to control anything in game and nothing
else.

Take my advice, go to the forums, read the bug reports before you want to take the risk of donating money to the devs. Even if
the game goes live, please think twice and read up the forums before rushing in.

Rating : 0\/10 as I can't even play a proper match to call it an actual gameplay.
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